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Europan, the global architecture competition 
for under-40 professionals, invites you to 
the upcoming Vienna Forum. Two days of 
international discourse, connecting experts, city 
leaders, developers, and the new generation of 
planners.

Join the Change!

On Winning Competitions: 
Learning from the pros 
Join us as we delve into the minds of these 
award-winning experts, learning their 
motivations, methods, and winning strategies. 
Open competitions are where our passion 
thrives – a playground for innovative ideas. It‘s 
also the rare chance for emerging talents to 
seize commissions and elevate their projects. 
Bring your questions and be part of the 
conversation!

Luis Basabe, Arenas Basabes Palacios
Ida Winge Andersen, Built.no 
Jacob Kamp, 1:1 Landskap
Eli Grønn, Dyrvik Arkitekter

On 
Winning Competitions

Kickoff

Kickoff 
Thursday, Nov. 9, 6:30pm 

There are free Tickets available!

We want the Forum to be as accessible as 
possible. So, if you are under 40 and want to 
join the change send an Email to 
office@europan.at with the subject line: 
Living Cities.

The call for free tickets is open from the 10th of 
October 10am. 
First come first served!
We offer an additional €100 travel fund for 
people from abroad.



Highlights 
Friday, Nov. 10 

Site Visits
Wildgarten 

Oase22

Assessment Criteria 
Discussion on Europan Projects

Implementation 
Processes

Europan Projects

Burning questions
In this edition, we tackle urgent topics: the Right 
of Nature, the Financialization of the housing 
market, Architecture as a White Discipline. Three 
thought-provoking statements on why and how 
architecture must transform. Engage in lively 
discussions with our keynote speakers in small 
groups.

Facing Climate Change Head-On 
Let‘s get real about tackling climate change at 
the municipal level! Weatherpark, the climate 
experts, will kickstart the discussion. Join us for 
a workshop where municipal administrations 
share experiences with real-world examples. 
We‘ll dive into the challenges, lessons learned, 
and practical steps to make our cities climate-
ready.

Lunch

Burning 
Questions

The Right of Nature
Space & Racialisation

Financialisation

Drinks

Facing 
Climate 
Change 
Workshop

Ariana Eventhall 
Christine-Touaillon-Street 4, 1220 Vienna.


